10105 Western Turnpike, Delanson, NY 12053

875-6444

Open Mon - Sat 9:00 am - 5:00 pm

To all our new customers here at Duanesburg Redemption, we ask you to help us, help you with our process. We
receive hundreds of containers and for this reason we ask that you please follow a few simple guidelines to ensure
we run efficiently and that every customer is waited on in a timely manner.

How to prepare your containers:
Containers should be clean and empty and free of garbage
Separate glass from plastic and cans
Crushed cans, broken glass, or bottles without labels will not be accepted
We can only accept containers bearing the NY 5 cent deposit marking

CANS
Fairly clean, empty, not crushed, bagged in clear plastic
PLASTIC
Fairly clean, empty, not crushed, labels intact, bagged in clear plastic
GLASS
Fairly clean, empty, caps off, boxed (preferably in beer boxes) You may use the
original boxes or boxes that we provide for you. Glass brought back in plastic
bags must be removed from the bag by the customer. Due to safety reasons,
we cannot remove glass from bags. Ask for boxes.
ATTENTION:
If you do not prepare your containers properly (glass in bags/fluid in containers) or they are un
reasonably dirty (mud/garbage/fluids in containers) we reserve the right to refuse them or charge
a 2 cent per container handling fee. Please help us to ensure that you receive your full refund.

TIME SAVERS:
Every customer is important to us, whether you return one container or one
thousand. But customers who pre-count their containers will be waited on first.
START A REDEMPTION ACCOUNT
Drop your containers off and be on your way. Let your nickels build and save for a
vacation, car, Christmas, college etc. Or donate your containers to one of our listed
non-profit organization accounts.

